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Heavy Equipment Operator (Low bed Trailer, 2 person): 

We, Hyundai Engineering Company, the Engineering Procurement and Construction 

Contractor for Tina River Hydropower Development Project (3X5MW) are looking for Heavy 

Equipment Operator (Low Bed Trailer, 2 Persons) for our project. 

 

The Heavy Equipment Operator performs a variety of construction tasks. Duties of the Heavy 

Equipment Operator include transport oversized loads, ensuring safe and timely delivery. 

Responsibilities include route planning, load securing, and compliance with transport 

regulations. Tasks often involve long-haul driving and vehicle maintenance. Collaborating all 

activities for subcontractors and employees at construction site.  

 

Qualifications:  

 Form 6 above graduated 

 Driving License for heavy equipment operation (vehicle class E and G,  

The driving license shall have validity of more than 1 month at the time of 

application) 

 A Minimum 10 years of relevant professional experience in the construction field as a  

Low Bed Trailer Operator  

 Ability to load and unload heavy equipment onto the low bed  

 Attention to detail to ensure safe transportation of equipment 

 Ability to maintain the low bed in good condition, including regular cleaning and 

maintenance 

 Knowledge of proficiency for Trailer operating in construction works  

 Strong interpersonal and communication skills including in a culturally diverse or 

multi-disciplinary environment 

 Ability for communication in English (Mandatory) 

 

Responsibilities:  

 Operate and drive low bed truck to transport heavy equipment and machinery to 

various sites 
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 Ensure cargo is secured properly before transport and inspect the vehicle for defects 

and safe operating condition 

 Plan travel routes and schedule for timely delivery of cargo 

 Assist in loading and unloading of cargo and make sure it is done safely and 

efficiently 

 Complete all necessary paperwork and logbooks accurately and in a timely manner 

 Perform routine maintenance and cleaning of the truck as needed 

 Comply with all traffic laws and regulations and maintain a clean driving record 

 Communicate effectively with team members, supervisors, and clients to ensure 

smooth and efficient operations 

 Act as the heavy equipment operator for construction activities in accordance with 

CESMPs and company regulations 

 Any other supports for field and workshop works 

 Ability to priorities work load 

 

Employment Preference:  

 Bahomea and Malango region of Guadalcanal Islands 

 Solomon Island National 

 MDB project (World Bank, Asian Development Bank) experience holder 

 

Contact:  

The applicants are required to send a detailed CV with cover letter, educational certificates 

and experience testimonials to si20210103@gmail.com on or before End of August, 2024.   

Short listed candidates shall be called on for interview.   

For more details on the advertised position, call or visit: Mr. Moses Mekhi, Workshop 

Clerk, Contact Number: +677-770-7045  

 

 


